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Given the strong emphasis on plurality, which is so characteristic of current mas-
culinity studies, the relationship between masculinity as a concept and its plural
forms has to be rethought. If we conceive of masculinity as having a largely discursive
and narrative structure and accept that narrative is an ontological condition of social
life which exemplarily manifests itself in literature and the arts, it is precisely here
that a plethora of narratives of masculinity becomes ‘visible’, with the performative
function of narrative allowing for a variety of new masculine gender identities and
subject positions that only become available through their conception in literature/
the arts.
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. . . literature is absolutely, categorically realist: it is reality, i.e. the very spark of the
real. [ . . . ]. Literature works in the interstices of science. It is always behind or ahead
of science [ . . . ]. Science is crude, life is subtle, and it is for the correction of this
disparity that literature matters to us. What it knows about men is what we might call
the great mess of language, upon which men work and which works upon them [ . . . ].
Because it stages language instead of simply using it, literature feeds knowledge into
the machinery of infinite reflexivity. Through writing, knowledge ceaselessly reflects
on knowledge, in terms of a discourse which is no longer epistemological, but
dramatic.
Barthes and Howard (1979, 6-7)
Little attention has been paid to the sheer fact of literary language, its particular power
to turn convention aside, to reform the act of attention, to ground and limit the very
formulation that is prior to any discussion at all, philosophical or practical. Languages
are our tools of thought, the essential precursors of practice. If [ . . . ] languages are
above all systems, then literary texts are the most highly achieved specifications of
those systems.
Ermarth (2000, 406)
Masculinity studies seems to be in a sort of double bind: over the last decades,
research has discovered a multitude of social, historical, and local masculinities
differing from each other in terms of race and class, of marginalization, hegemony,
and sexual orientation, not to mention cyborg masculinities and transnational busi-
ness masculinities.1 More often than not, the meaning of masculinity seems to differ
from culture to culture, from location to location, and from historical era to historical
era. It differs synchronically as well as diachronically, leading to a kind of con-
temporaneity of the noncontemporaneous; it differs intersectionally according to
age, religion, education, ethnicity, and so on, and it differs from academic discipline
to academic discipline. In addition to this, recent work in transgender and intersex
studies has complicated the relationship of masculinity to gender division itself,
arguing that masculinity is neither innate nor necessarily linked to a male body.2
This emphasis on difference and plurality has led to the assumption of the incom-
mensurability of masculinities—up to the point where the very concept of mascu-
linity is not only put into question but about to become meaningless.
One way of conceiving of this wide plurality of differentiated masculinities is an
understanding of masculinity as having a largely discursive, textual, or narrative
relational structure and as consisting of complex, differentiated, and dynamic
subject positions. Moreover, it is important to focus on the relationality and inter-
dependency of masculinities by paying special attention to stories and genres as the
paramount components of historical and current constructions of masculinities. In
the last consequence, this leads to the question of whether masculinity (in all its
plural manifestations) is not best understood as a performative and narrative
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concept. As a minimal definition of the term narrative suggests, it “produces a
particular identity or meaning through the singular arrangement of a temporal and
spatial series of incidents, figures, motifs and characters. Such a network will
function and generate meaning according to repetition, emphasis, amplification
and other rhetorical devices” (Wolfreys 2004, 163). By forcing events into a
chronological or causal relation, narrative is granted a didactic as well as
community-building function, among others (see Prince 2003, 57-60; Wolfreys
2004, 162–69). In accordance with the shift from “representational to ontological
narrativity” (see Fluck 2013, 50; Koschorke 2012), narratives are not representa-
tions of identity but constitute identity and bring forth communities. Moreover,
since “social life is itself storied,” narratives can be regarded as “an ontological
condition of social life” (Somers 1994, 613-14.).
In order to be meaningful for masculinity studies, the concept of narrative should
not be restricted to literary and cultural artefacts but span from the construction of
individual gender identity via biographical, material, and embodied social processes
to collective national identities and contextualized images (as to the role of images
for identity formation, see Fluck 2013, 49-50). Such an understanding of narrative
does not only offer the possibility of overcoming the increasing fragmentation and
partitioning of the field of masculinity studies but also allows for the conception of
new theories relating to the narrative construction of masculinity and masculine (or
male) gender identity as well as to the link between narrative, affect and embodi-
ment, that is to say the question as to how scripts, narratives, and so on, become
embodied and inform (not only) men’s personal and institutional practices and
gendered relations with other human beings.
***
AsWalter Erhart and others have shown, research on the microstructural level, using
“thick description” (Geertz), has demythologized the history of everyday life (All-
tagsgeschichte) and brought about a multitude of “small narratives” which stand in
contrast to the relatively few dominant “master narratives” on the macrostructural
level (Erhart 2005). This research has also highlighted that masculinity can neither
be fully understood as an “image of stereotypical attributes” nor as a “bundle of male
fantasies,” so that masculinity appears as a historically contingent, variable narrative
structure. From an everyday historical perspective, “the thickly described life-
worlds of men and women form multifaceted stories and narratives which are barely
distinguishable from their literary role-models or blueprints” (Erhart 2005, 193).
Historical masculinity (and probably masculinity as such) can therefore be recon-
structed “first and foremost as a narrative structure” which consists “of narrative
methods [ . . . ] and processes with the help of which ‘men’ orient themselves toward
a historically and socially given ‘masculinity’” (Erhart 2005, 207). Thereby gender
appears to be
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just as narratively constructed as [ . . . ] reality, or at least as many other components of
our culturally and socially constructed knowledge. [ . . . ] Most significantly, it is not
only the relation of the genders that is based on narrative stories and plots, but so is the
“internal” construction of gender itself. Due to this fact in particular, “gender” may
then be read as a text, and, furthermore, narratological studies focusing on gender
should concentrate especially on the different “modes of narrativity” underlying the
construction of both genders respectively. (Erhart 2005, 215–16)
From this, one can conclude that masculinity can be regarded as consisting of a
series of culturally codified scripts as much as “of the differently and individually
formed stories that are based on them.” Simultaneously, the “narratological recon-
struction of masculinity as a narrative structure shifts the focus to those sequences,
plots and scripts that actually make historical and literary masculinities readable: as
a narrative order of sequential acts—from singular patterns of behavior within the
masculine habitus [ma¨nnlicher Habitus] to structures of stages in one’s life—as well
as components of narratively structured masculine gender identities [ma¨nnliche
Identita¨ten]” (Erhart 2005, 217). As far as the role and functions of narrative are
concerned, Erhart’s insights are not based in biology and therefore also valid for the
construction of masculine gender identity and open to what Jack Halberstam has
written about female masculinity. The advantage of an approach according to which
“men” acquire masculinity “by performatively acting out a narrative script” and
according to which masculine gender identity “predominantly works via imitation,
performance and enactment,” and that “thus brings into play imaginary role mod-
els—examples, images, narrations, which circulate among individual ‘men’ and
official images of ‘masculinity’”—is that it effectively manages to combine literary,
social, and historical sciences (Erhart 2005, 203–4). Moreover, from this perspec-
tive, one may describe masculine gender identity as a “narrative model that com-
bines crises—initiations, threats, failures—as core elements and nodal points in
narrative scripts to form more or less coherent masculine stories” (Erhart 2005,
222). As research on identity and memory has shown, both are subject to uncon-
scious narrative frames which do not answer to truth but primarily control the
coherence of stories, making sure that these function as assurances of (more or less)
consistent concepts of self. Thus, the cognitive system can always “become victim
of its own powers of seduction” (Rusch 1987, 374), and the veracity not only of the
historical and reconstructed but also of the actively lived masculine identity narra-
tions remains problematic, given that they are modeled after other narrations—not to
mention the danger of misrecognizing oneself in these narrative structures.
However, if masculine gender identities are to a large part dependent on narra-
tive—and this implies on linguistic structures—and if, as Jacques Lacan argues, man
speaks only “because the symbol has made him man” (Lacan 1977, 65), then the
question arises as to the possibility of agency of the subject, be it masculine, fem-
inine, or other. If we accept that there is an important coincidence of language,
narrative, literature, and the construction of gender identity, that human beings are
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positioned within different fields of discourse and sign systems which—by creating
and offering different narratives, that is subject positions, images, and models of
masculinity—foster the internalization, imitation, and performance of externally
determined narrative schemata that actively shape gender identity, then it is impor-
tant to ask whether we can conceive of language and its different forms or mani-
festations not as a “prison house” but as a potential site of liberation from restrictions
and as a major means for the creative construction of gender identity.
Although one can argue that “[i]n order to be able to construct a meaningful self-
narrative,” we must “draw on narratives handed down by culture, and in order to
gain social and cultural recognition,” we must inscribe ourselves “into culturally
accepted plots” (Fluck 2013, 51), it is important to note that these narratives “are
nevertheless not identical with the social narratives in which we inscribe ourselves.
These social narratives,” as Fluck (2013) argues, “may provide cultural frames of
interpretation and furnish genre and plot structures for self-narration, but we still
have to turn these into the scripts of our own life” (p. 52). So even if, according to
Paul Ricoeur, we may probably never completely become the author of our own life,
we may still become the narrator of our own story. From a linguistic and discourse
analytic perspective, Elizabeth Deeds Ermarth argues that it is in the gap between the
potential capacities of a differential code and any particular specification of it, that
is, between language (langue) and enunciation (parole), that the arena of subjectivity
and freedom resides. For Ermarth (2000), identity—and this implies gender identity
and thus masculinity—has to be understood as kinetic, as
a process, an event, a particular expression of systemic value, “above all, an accom-
plishment, a particular work, a particular act,” the “very expression” of responsibility,
not something independent of it. Identity in this terms definitely has nothing to do with
reducing difference [ . . . ]. Rather, identity appears only in the act of specifying sets of
rules. And as we operate simultaneously in several sets at once, identity appears as the
series of constantly multiplied specifications of the potential provided by those rule
regimens. (p. 411, the inserted quotes are from Va´clav Havel, 45)
This concept of identity allows for what Ermarth (2000) calls “a kinetic subjectivity-
in-multicoded-process” (p. 412), that is for a subjectivity which is thought of as
the moving nexus or intersection at which a unique and unrepeatable sequence is
constantly being specified from the potentials available in the discursive condition.
Such a subjectivity is individual in its sequence, not in some irreducible core. Its
uniqueness lies in its trajectory: the lifelong sequence, impossible to anticipate, within
which an unpredictable series of specifications are made from among the languages
available. The volatility of language—its resonance, its power of poetic, associative
linkage—provides precisely the varied opportunities for selective specification that
constitute the unique and unrepeatable poetry of a life. (Ermarth 2000, 412)3
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Thus, even in the “discursive condition” agency remains possible, with the advan-
tage that it is especially in literature that creative and new blueprints for this singular
and “unrepeatable poetry of a life” are found. Ermarth (2000) further argues that
“highly achieved literary writing opens new powers in our collective discursive
potentials, in our power to revise social codes rather than merely to repeat the same
old exclusions [ . . . ], the same, same, old stories over and over again” (p. 415). But
what exactly is it then that masculinity studies can learn from literature and on a
more general level from the arts4 with respect to the construction of (gender) iden-
tities, that is to say masculinities, femininities, and so on, and how is this knowledge
produced?
Reeser (2015) contends that in “nearly all cases, questions of identity—whether
cultural or individual—are central to masculinity studies, meaning that approaches
to flesh-and-blood human beings and approaches to literary representations are not
fully distinct” and that “literary constructs of masculinity may validate conceptions
of gender in the social sciences” (p. 13). We have also seen that from an everyday
historical perspective, “the thickly described life-worlds of men and women form
multifaceted stories and narratives which are barely distinguishable from their lit-
erary role-models or blueprints” (Erhart 2005, 193). Since interpretations of literary
texts make it possible not only to identify the mechanisms of construction and
transformation of masculine gender identities within these works, understood as
highly artificial, condensed, and polysemous symbolic systems, but also to relate
their internal logic or mechanisms to the artistic system itself, to the wider social and
cultural context, and to the construction of masculinity in everyday life, literature
holds a specific knowledge or, as with Roland Barthes, a savoir litte´raire, which
transcends any purely sociological, political, or historical analysis. From this per-
spective, literature becomes an indispensable epistemological medium as well as an
important object of research, so that literary analyses should include a strong focus
on the complex interactions between “real life” (Lebenswelt) and the novel, poem,
short story, and so on, as well as on the important role these texts play in acquiring a
knowledge of the lifeworld, that is, a knowledge about and for living different lives
that renders U¨berleben, or survival, possible (Ette 2010, 986).
In accordance with Matus (1995), literature can be understood as a phenomenon
that actively shapes our concepts of reality, constitutes a central part of that “larger
symbolic order by which a culture imagines its relation to the conditions of its
existence,” exposes as well as delineates “ideologies, opening the web of power
relations for inspection,” and constitutes a space “in which shared anxieties and
tensions are articulated and symbolically addressed” (p. 7). This consideration of
literature as well as its link to activist movements and politics is of special impor-
tance since it shows how spaces are created in which ludic, creative, and experi-
mental thinking becomes possible, in which alternatives are offered, that is, “other
images, other roles, other options for men and masculinity” (Murphy 1994, 1).
However, these new and different masculinities created by literary texts do not
remain unquestioned since literature critically reflects upon its own strategies,
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procedures, and modes of functioning (see Steiner 1997). Thus, in its allegories and
ironies, literature is “never only the representation of extratextual reality or ‘real
life’, but also a practical linguistic analysis as well as the exposition of the formal
conditions underlying this very analysis” (Hamacher 1988, 13). This implies that
literary texts “are thoroughly cognitive processes that systematically challenge the
potential epistemological value of linguistic statements and, thereby, their own”
(Hamacher 1988, 9).5 Thus, any identification of the reader with masculine gender
identities created by the literary text is always already precarious and questioned by
the text itself. Moreover, though it is still “considered a key mechanism for the
production of identities” (Fluck 2013, 57), the concept of identification (and its
inherent dangers of a Lacanian misrecognition and of creating the illusion of a
unified self) has repeatedly been questioned and critics such as Fluck (2013) have
argued that it should be replaced by that of a transfer:
In reading, we establish analogies to those aspects that fit into our own narrative of
identity or are especially meaningful or moving from the perspective of this narrative.
In this sense, narrative can be meaningfully linked to the concept of identity: fictional
texts and other aesthetic objects provide material that allows the reader to rewrite and
extend the narrative of his own identity.
The encounter with an aesthetic object holds the promise of self-extension, because
I can attach imaginary elements of my own world to another world and become
temporarily somebody else. This somebody else engages me, because, in bringing him
or her to life by means of a transfer, I will draw on analogies (not always positive ones)
to parts of myself. But these parts of myself are now placed in a new context and are
thus reconfigured. (pp. 59–60).
“[H]ighly achieved literary writing,” to come back to Ermarth, can free readers from
habitual modes of perception, is characterized by its ability to defamiliarize and
alienate, and subverts “the illusions on which our perception is based” by opening up
“an unexpected view of the object” as well as of the reading subject: “every reader is,
while he is reading, the reader of his own self” (Proust, 1996/1927, 273). By thus
drawing “attention to the illusory nature of conventional modes of perception” (Iser
1966, 367, quoted in and translated by Fluck 2002, 256), literary texts generate acts
of the imagination which involve ideation (Vorstellung) instead of perception
(Wahrnehmung). Conceptualizing the act of reading as an act of imagining stresses
the potential of the fictional text “to articulate something that is still unformulated”
(Fluck 2002, 257) and to give “a determinate shape to imaginary elements, ranging
from fantasy to affective dimensions, by linking these elements with a semblance of
the real” (Fluck 2002, 261). The aesthetic experience can thereby be understood as
“a state ‘in-between’ in which, as a result of the doubling structure of fictionality, we
are [ . . . ] ‘both ourselves and someone else at the same time’” (Fluck 2002, 263).
Thus, readers “perpetually ‘stage’ themselves” (Thomas 2008, 626), fashion new
identities, imagine new worlds, and create other, more expressive versions of
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themselves and of their masculinity; versions of themselves which are not simple
cases of self-aggrandizements “through wish-fulfilment but an extension of [their]
[ . . . ] own interiority over a whole (made-up) world” (Fluck 2002, 263–64); and this
made-up world belongs to literature, is the product of language, and consists of
narrative.
***
If narrative, literature, (gender) identity, and masculinity are as intimately linked as
has been suggested above, masculinity can probably best be conceived of as a
historically contingent, variable narrative structure that is striving for coherence and
characterized by fluidity and instability, by a precarious emplotment, and a constant
negotiation of change and mutability. As to the role of literature, we can state that it
does not only possess a kind of knowledge about masculinity that is relevant for a
better understanding of its construction or specific configuration, functioning, and
supposed defects but also features a co-constructive potential which enables readers
to critically question and reconstruct their own masculinity. By creating a fictional
account of a diffuse imaginary without direct reference to extratextual reality, lit-
erature can be regarded as a particularly effective medium for the creation of alter-
native masculinities beyond what is deemed acceptable within a specific culture.
The artistic use of language, that is to say the pushing of “the limits of systemic
potential without ever exhausting it”, offers new, different, and more innovative
modes and models for the (co-)construction of masculinity; narrative modes and
models which—in partial analogy to Barthes’s scripteur and Le´vi-Strauss’s brico-
leur—can be combined in ever new and different configurations, are self-reflexive
and can even be experienced as otherness. Finally, it is important to keep in mind
that literature does not only fulfill a diagnostic and self-reflexive analytical but also a
performative function, allowing for a variety of new masculine gender identities that
become available through their very conception in art (for the performative function,
see Stein 2004; see also Horlacher 2011) and that can actively change reality since
“inhabiting a language means inhabiting a reality, and that so-called ‘reality’ [ . . . ]
changes with the language” (Ermarth 2000, 410).
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Notes
1. A more elaborate version of this article, which also takes comparative masculinity studies
into account, is published in Internationales Archiv fu¨r Sozialgeschichte der deutschen
Literatur, special issue: “Comparative Masculinity Studies and the Question of Narrative.”
2. In the following, I differentiate between masculine and male gender identity. “Masculine
gender identity” refers to persons who, on a biological level, can be male, female, intersex,
transgender, or other but who, on the level of gender, identify as masculine, whereas “male
gender identity” stresses the link with a biologically male body (though biomedicine still is
at a loss of how to define this body).
3. Ermarth introduces the concepts of sequence and palimpsestousness since we occupy
multiple subject positions simultaneously and since these configurations change over time.
4. Although I would argue that the following line of reasoning could also be applied to most
forms of art, there are still important differences between the way music, painting, sculp-
ture, photography, film, and literature construct, imagine, and represent masculinity, so
that I will limit myself to literature.
5. Literary texts differ from objective facts in at least two respects: “[Firstly,] they do not
merely articulate a particular understanding of the world and of language, but they also
point to the problems inherent in this understanding and in every communication about it,
which is why they may be regarded as being genuinely epistemological; and, secondly, the
epistemological value of literary, and this always also means figurative statements, is being
oddly suspended by the texts’ admission of their figurative nature” (Hamacher 1988, 9).
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